With regards to the ‘Usage Option’ that you find in each of the segment or element,
please note the following:
If the User Option (Usage) says ‘Must Use’, it means that the segment or element is
mandatory for Kroger application. In other words, you need to send this information
as this information is being used by Kroger’s application system to process your EDI
data. This is irrespective of the fact that the segment/element in question is a
mandatory element or an optional element as per the universal EDI standards.
You can find this information in our mappings as:

Examples of such ‘Must Use’ elements are the PO number in an invoice, etc. The
invoice number and PO number are needed to locate your invoice for processing it.
NOTE: If this ‘must use’ data is not sent across to us, this will result in your data
erring out in the EDI system and will never reach the needed application (accounting
or DSD etc.)
If the User Option (Usage) says ‘Used’, it means that the segment or element is used
and is being sent to Kroger application. In other words, you need to send this
information as this information is being used by Kroger’s application system to
process your data. This is irrespective of the fact that the segment/element in
question is a mandatory element or an optional element as per the universal EDI
standards.
You can find this information in our mappings as:

Examples of such ‘Used’ elements are the DUNS/location number in an invoice, etc.
As per universal EDI standards, a DUNS number is not mandatory; however, we
need that information to map your invoice to the Kroger location where you have
shipped the goods.
NOTE: If this ‘Used’ data is not sent across to us, this will result in your data erring
out in the Kroger application (accounting or DSD etc.) though it might pass the EDI
standards.

